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Answer all the questions 

1. Match A with B to make new words 

 

 A B 

a Sea Chair 

b Arm Work 

c Traffic Coat 

d Pan Shore 

e Rain Cake 

f Home Lights 

   

(10 Mark’s) 

2. Select the opposite word from the given box. 

I. Happy – 

II. Advantage – 

III. Similar – 

IV. Straight – 

V. Clean – 

VI. Beautiful – 

VII. Open – 

VIII. First – 

IX. Dark – 

X. Comfortable – 

( ugly , opposite, uncomfortable, light, unhappy, last, crooked, dirty, 

disadvantages, close ) 

(10 Mark’s) 

3. Fill the blanks from the words given below. 

I. The man was ................... the bicycle when he got the telephone call. 

II. Sheelagh................. go to the market with her mother. 

III. Ravravhas................. a beautiful kite. 

IV. Kaveesha................... at kandy balika vidyalaya. 

V. Ayesha.................... her mother to clean the garden. 

VI. The children................. the rising Sun. 

VII. Nisal............... to bed at 10 a.m. 



VIII. My brother ....................... like to play games. 

IX. Veruni has ..................... her school project quickly 

X. ................... did you spend for the pair of slippers? 

( studies, didn’t, how much, repairing, watched, made, finished, helped, goes, doesn’t ) 

(10 Mark’s ) 

4. Read the passage and answer the questions. 

 

Mrs. Frank was very old and poor. Everybody in the town called her – “ Granny 

Frank". All the neighbours liked to help her. Some of them came each day and 

cooked meals for her. Others came and cleaned her small, dark room. There was a 

bed, a table and a chair in it. In winter neighbours brought coal and lit a fire, but 

granny's room was often very cold. She died at the age of 84, leaving a large sum of 

money under her pillow was “ a big surprise " for her neighbours. 

 

I. What was the name of the old lady? 

II. Who helped her? 

III. Name the furniture mentioned in the passage. 

A.             B.                 C. 

IV. When did the neighbours bring coal and light a fire 

V. What was the big surprise                                                                (10 Mark’s )  

 

5. Write five sentences about the picture. 

(10 Mark’s ) 



6. Complete the passage from the words given below. 

                       Wife, famous, India, died, Shajehan 

Taj Mahal is situated in Agra in .................... It was built by king ...................... he 

loved his ...................... immensely. The queen .................. at a very young age. This 

monument is a ...................... tourist destination in India. 

(10 Mark’s ) 

7. Match A and B 

 

 A B 

1.  The story was not true. She brought vegetables fruits and fish 
too. 

2.  She did not want to go for a walk While he was crossing the road. 

3.  Muditha danced gracefully She went just to please her father. 

4.  Mother went to the market But the children believed it. 

5.  Ranjan met with an accident She won the competition. 

   

   
 

(10 Mark’s ) 

 

 

8. Read the dialogue and complete the sentences. 

 

 

 



 

I. The explorers were equipped with ...................... 

II. They are over................... 

III. Beep, beep, beep were ..................... 

IV. They saw a strange picture on ................... 

V. It looked like a ....................... 

(10 Mark’s ) 

 

9. Construct sentences using the words given below. One has been done for you. 

Ex:- happy – The girl was happy to hear the news. 

I. Train 

II. Poster 

III. Colour 

IV. Doctor 

V. Kite 

VI. A frock 

VII. Market  

VIII. Home garden 

IX. Grand mother 

X. Birds  

(10 Mark’s ) 

 

10. Write ten sentences about a famous person in sri lanka or in the world. 

 

(10 Mark’s ) 


